ABOUT THE BOOK
The Misfits are mysteriously summoned to a comic book convention, where they anticipate the premiere of the exclusive new Hyperman superhero. But the Jester, a comic book villain come to life, terrorizes the audience and commits a daring crime. When the Misfits attempt to solve the Jester’s riddle, they discover that someone close to them may be involved in the heist. As they draw dangerously close to unmasking the villain, the Misfits uncover a longtime wrong that only they can right.

THEMES
• Friendship
• Loyalty to family
• Does the end justify the means?
• Deductive reasoning, logic
• The Golden Age of comic books

BEFORE YOU READ
Ask readers to think about and discuss the following questions and issues:
• Is it all right to do something bad if your purpose is to achieve good? For example, if a bully wanted to beat up your best friend, would it be all right to lie to the bully and say you do not know where your friend is, even if you do know?
• Suppose a friend of yours was going to do something that would get him or her into terrible trouble. If telling on your friend would prevent the trouble from occurring, would you do so? Why or why not?
• Who are some popular comic book heroes? What are some qualities they share? Why do you suppose some comic book heroes, like Superman and Batman, have remained popular for so long?
• Suppose you had tried again and again to achieve a goal, but each time you failed. Would you continue trying? At what point would you give up? Would giving up change the way you were willing to try other things in the future?
• Until recently, the comic book has never been considered a serious form of literature. How is the comic book form different from other ways of telling a story—such as the traditional short story, a story with illustrations, a novel, a short film?

AS YOU READ
Ask readers to consider the following questions:
• Peter insists that he and Robin could never have a romantic relationship. Do you agree? What clues can you find in the story to back up your opinion? In what ways are Peter and Robin alike, and in what ways are they very different?
• Byte and Robin become close friends as the story progresses. What draws them together? What qualities does each girl have that might cause the other to respect and like her?
• The novel draws some very clear distinctions between the comic book characters created by Mercenary Comics and characters created by other companies. What are some of these distinctions? What does the word mercenary mean? What might the author be saying about some comic book companies by using this name?
An odd romantic triangle develops in the story. How does Robin’s presence in the story confuse Peter’s feelings for Byte? How does Peter deal with this situation throughout the story? He insists he has no romantic feelings for Robin; does his behavior always bear that out?

In this story of a fictional Hyperman, the author often refers to real characters from comic books and from movies. What references can you find? Why do you suppose the author has used these references?

AFTER YOU READ
After discussing the following issues in class, ask students to write a paper or prepare a presentation for the class on their thoughts:

• What is your opinion of Robin’s actions? Was she right in what she did? If you were Lieutenant Decker, would you have arrested Robin? Why or why not?
• At the end of the story, we learn something of Wilson Dominic’s background. What were your feelings about Dominic earlier in the story? Did the scene at the end change your opinion of him?
• The Jester costume seems to have a striking effect on the people who see it. It creates great fear in Charles Leach at the dance. Describe the costume as you remember it. What about it might be frightening or disturbing?
• A great change has come over Joe Sutter by the end of the story. How does he change from the way he was at the story’s beginning? What seems to have brought about this change?
• The legal battle between Joe Sutter and AC is very complex. How would you resolve it?

THOUGH the Great Depression was ending, might it have affected the men's decision to accept that offer? Adjusting for inflation, what would that $129 be worth in current dollars? Considering all the circumstances, does this seem like a fair amount?

PSYCHOLOGY / HEALTH
• Joe Sutter closed himself off from the world for years. How does his anger at AC affect his life? How does it seem to have affected his body as well? Is there really such a strong connection between the mind and the body?
• Both Joe Sutter and Robin are motivated by anger. Joe’s anger leads him to give up, while Robin’s prods her to strong action. Explore anger: can it ever be a positive emotion? What are some helpful and positive ways for dealing with anger?

CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES
• Set up a classroom court. Try a civil case between Joe Sutter and AC Comics, with students serving as judge, jury, and attorneys for each side. What rights does AC have after having purchased them from Sutter’s character? What rights, if any, does Sutter have?
• On a large poster board, have students make a collage of images from comic books, magazines, etc., to show their definition of hero. Have them show to the class the final images they have selected and explain why they chose each image.
• Peter often plays what he calls “The Game” to draw conclusions about people he sees. He carefully observes; then he makes deductions based on those observations. Have students bring in photos of people from magazines and encourage them to play “The Game” with the photos. What conclusions can they draw from the figure’s clothing, posture/body position, facial expression, etc.?

RESEARCH TOPICS
• Choose a comic book character that has been around for thirty or forty years. Trace the changes in the character from the time of its inception to today. Consider changes in the character’s costume, the types of stories he or she appears in, and changes in the character’s unique powers or abilities. Make some guesses about the reasons behind these changes.
• Research the history of Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster, the creators of Superman. What is the history behind the beginnings of the character? How is Joe Sutter’s
story similar to, and different from, the story of these two men?

- Creators’ rights are at the center of this story. Explore some other challenges to creators’ rights, such as the pirating of U.S. CDs and audiotapes in foreign countries, the free (and illegal) copying of software, and the downloading of new music off the Internet.
- Trace the development of the modern computer. What were the early ones like? What technological advances made it possible to reduce them to the size of a notebook?
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REVIEWs
“Delaney obviously knows his stuff…. With a great ensemble cast, appealing villains and heroes, and lots of action and surprises, this is an excellent transitional bridge for reluctant readers from comics to novels.”

—Booklist

“This fast-paced adventure, set against the background of comic book fandom, will appeal to middle school and junior high readers who like mysteries—or comic books—and enterprising young heroes. These ‘misfits’ may be unconventional, but they’re certainly not losers.”

—KLIATT
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